Introduction

32
The US Forest Service's Forest Health Protection (FHP) program is tasked with protecting and 
Materials and Methods
123
Study areas
124
We chose two study areas to evaluate the ability of the ORS program's methods to map and 125 monitor intra-seasonal and multi-year forest decline across different ecological settings ( Table 1 . Descriptions of the two study areas used in this work. 
127
140
Within each study area, we analyzed pixels that had a NLCD 2011 Tree Canopy Cover 
IDS-Data
146
We acquired IDS polygon data [1] for each study area. Surveyors collected these data using 147 established aerial detection survey sketch mapping techniques by the USDA Forest Service. IDS data combination of two separate remote sensing change detection approaches to detect and track quick 156 ephemeral changes in forest health as well as gradually occurring disturbances [3] . The first uses a change detection method in Southern New England while the linear trend method was employed 161 over the Rio Grande National Forest. In all study areas, the RTFD persistence output was used to 162 spatially depict forest disturbances. 
203
The Google cloudScore algorithm exploits the spectral and thermal properties of clouds to 204 identify and remove these artifacts from image data. In order to simplify the process, the cloudScore 
209
Specifically, it defines the cloud score as: 
where and are the mean and standard deviation respectively of a given band b across the this study), and is the threshold for the (0.35 for this study).
225
The TDOM method first computes the mean ( ) and standard deviation (σb) of the near- 
image, and SWIR2 is the second shortwave infrared band of a multispectral image.
245
Change Detection Algorithms
246
Three algorithms were developed and tested in GEE using MODIS and Landsat data. Employing
247
GEE for this study enabled us to efficiently test various change detection approaches using Landsat
248
and MODIS image data archives, without downloading and storing the data locally.
249
ORS mapping needs fell into two categories -ephemeral change related to defoliation events
250
and long-term change related to tree mortality from insects and disease. The three algorithms used 251 in this study were selected to address the needs posed by these forest change types. We will be 
254
The basic z-score method builds on ideas from RTFD, serving as a natural starting point for ORS 
260
Both the basic z-score and harmonic z-score method work by identifying pixels that differ from 
266
The harmonic regression model is intended to mitigate the impact of seasonality on the spectral 267 response, leaving remaining variation to be related to change unrelated to phenology. The harmonic 268 is defined as:
where b is the band or index of the image, are the coefficients being fit by the model, and t is the 270 sum of the date expressed as a year and the proportion of a year. 
295
the residual error of the analysis data to find departures from expected seasonality. Finally, the 296 residual z-score for the analysis data is constrained to the specified date range.
297
The linear trend method first gathers data for a specified number of years prior to the analysis 
301
where b is the band or index of image, a0 is the intercept, a1 is the slope, t is the date, and y is the 302 predicted value.
303
Change is identified where the slope (a1) is less than -0.03-a threshold which was chosen based 304 on analyst expertise similar to the identification of the threshold used for the z-score methods. 
309
The slope of this line is then thresholded to find change areas.
310
We tested all three methods in both study areas. Analysts chose targeted date ranges based on 311 expert knowledge of when each event was most visible.
312
Accuracy Assessment Methods
313
We performed an independent accuracy assessment to understand how well ORS products 314 performed relative to existing FHP disturbance mapping programs. We followed best practices for from 250 meter to 30 meter spatial resolution using nearest neighbor resampling. The reference data within the tree mask, it completely omits any areas outside of this mask from all analyses.
336
Results
337
The reference dataset produced using TimeSync for each analysis year was compared to each of 338 the 12 ORS outputs, as well as the RTFD and IDS outputs. The 12 ORS outputs reflect the combination 339 of basic z-score, harmonic z-score, and trend analysis methods, calculated using either NDVI or NBR 340 greenness indices, and derived from either Landsat or MODIS data.
341
Southern New England
342
We collected the following data for the Southern New England analysis:
343
• IDS data were from separate aerial and ground surveys performed in Massachusetts, 
346
• RTFD data were from June 10 -July 27, 2016, and June 26 -August 12, 2017.
347
• ORS analyses were conducted between May 25 and July 9 for both 2016 and 2017.
348
Baseline years spanned from 2011-2015 for harmonic z-score and regular z-score 349 methods while a three year epoch length was used for the linear trend method.
350
The overall accuracy of all outputs ranged from 77.88% to 93.51% (kappa 0.09-0.59) in 2016 and 
357
The patterns of spatial agreement are evident in Figure 6 , where a heatmap of the number of
358
ORS outputs that found a pixel as change are displayed with the corresponding IDS and RTFD (z-359 score) maps. Overall spatial patterns are similar between each product. There is a notable similarity 360 between the RTFD maps and MODIS-based ORS maps. This reflects the similarities between the 361 source data and methods used to derive these maps. change that occurred in 2013 and 2014.
380
We collected the following data for the analysis:
381
• IDS data were from a wall-to-wall aerial survey of forested areas in Colorado, which
382
were conducted from July 30 to September 18, 2013 and June 24 to September 3, 2014.
383
• RTFD data were from July 28 to August 28 for both analysis years.
384
• ORS analyses were conducted from July 9 to 
387
The overall accuracy of products obtained for the Rio Grande study area were a bit lower than 
393
disturbance that has been occurring in this study area.
394
The heatmap in Figure 7 shows different patterns of spatial agreement and disagreement than
395
we observed in the Southern New England study area. The first notable difference is that both RTFD but was captured by both IDS and many ORS methods. 
ORS
